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Octopus’ Garden
by Allie Harrington

Me? I don’t really prefer the ocean.
The deep blue sea is where I’d rather be.
Would you like to be in the sea with me?
We could float, play and mix bubble potions.
We won’t get chapped so we don’t need lotion.
We’ll swim and sleep and be completely free.
And our eyes will adjust so we may see! 
We’ll float with the lazy, calm sea motion.
We’ll dine with Mr. and Mrs. Otter,
And pry clams apart as they harden.
And play dolls with the Otters’ daughter.
And nap in shady octopus gardens.
Of course we’ll have gills to breath under water.
And when it’s time to leave, we’ll say our pardons. 
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 Den Delaney
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Bad Friends
by Alexi Shaw

Standing
Lonely

In the cold
All alone

Wishing for you
Waiting for you

Never there for me
When needed to be

What friends.
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 Carson Frank
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Pollution
by Lilly Shannon

Pollution is in the air,
I try not to heave.
The air is so thick,

How do you expect me to breathe?

With those fancy cars,
Flying and zooming by,

Why do you keep driving,
Contributing to the sky.

But there is worse,
In this land we abuse.

Than a little bit of smoke,
And deathly toxic fumes.

There are people homeless,
No water or food for themselves.

And here we are full of food,
As children’s spirits melt.

And the trees are falling,
All around their homes.
In the rainforest of life,

They’re now stuck to live in a hole.

So look at yourselves,
Why haven’t we noticed this before?

And I look at our government,
As others keep secrets behind closed doors.
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     Sean Antonsen
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Journey 
by Christopher O’Hara

I would traverse the stars without a limit
On an endless journey I’ll call infinite

I’ll be the first to witness a quasar’s beam
All the while people told me it was a way for a dream

I’m flying, racing, trying to get ahead of a shooting star
My mother is down for my dreams; she’s on earth and she’s 
rooting hard

I soar endlessly not affected by time or space
I’ve always had this dream and now it’s mine to chase

The solar winds begin to send me somewhere I’ve yet to go
It was then my friend that I looked in, and found someone I 
really didn’t know

I took a look at myself and came to grips with what I found
It’s still an image of a child whose frown is upside down.

Not to fool onlookers or to create some façade
But to find those who think like me though they’re few and 
broad.
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Colton Benson
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Don’t Want Me
by Alysia Peppers

His skin is cold to the touch
But that’s not the only thing
You have to see for yourself
“Ever seen a dead person before?”
“Ever touch a dead person before?”
 I knew a dare when I heard one
Those blank, glassy eyes were staring straight up
“Does it happen a lot?”
“All the time.”
I looked up at the sky
It got quiet
“You’d really rather live like this?”
“You realize some of (us) may not be alive next year.”
“Is that a promise?”
“Spare a quarter, some kind of change?”
No one answered
I’m hungry, it’s freezing, and this place is so horrid
 The breeze blew a speck of grit into my eye
It’s too late now
I just need someone who will love and take care of me
(But) they don’t want me anymore
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Tanner Hermans
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Public Speaking
 by Kimberly See

Standing in the crowd
I look all around

To find my focus point
Starting to pop all my joints

Time is running short
I know it’s coming soon

Can’t go back now
There’s no way,
There’s no how

I wait for them to call my name
It’s coming next...

Kimberly See
Hello everyone I am Kimberly

Here’s my text
Won’t be better than the rest

Here I go..
As I pull out my note,

This fear came over me,
The fear of sharing what I wrote
Silence has overcome this place
Standing in front of the crowd

I begin to tremble
Not knowing what to do

I stood there starting to ramble
Wishing I could disappear

Just to get away from the fear
I look off into the crowd

But you are no where to be found
Still I look all around

Everyone’s eyes on me
Except yours

You were my focus point
Though I know you have heard this all before

Still I wish you would have listened. 
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Kayla Jordan
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Love
by Anthony Sal Capo

Love
starts in the soul, 

between the lips of that very first kiss, 
resting in the arms of a young mother, 

like 
a song taking stabs at your emotions

a flash of sunlight on your cold, shivering body 
a hand seemingly made to be held by yours 

squeezing
completing the puzzle in the spaces between your 

fingers.
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Carson Frank
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How Dreams Do Carry
by Stephen Ward

Chains may bind me to the stone I carry
But I am the one who did bind me
As I do cross the paths of many

They only notice the burden
But that is my own
And mine alone

To worry
For these chains do keep my dreams alive
And piece together my strides in my wake

Unlike the bee in the hive
I work alone to undo or break
The chains so that I may lay

The stone as a marker for others
Or for whomever bothers

To tread the trail
As the next to tread

Around the earth
No bed

No hearth
Till they lay the stone

Where I put it
Or where they alone

May put it
That dream I made for them, then. 
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Josh Nicholson
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Journey
by DJ Clements

As I spy
Through the glass eye

New lands of water and earth
Claiming of nations to her.

Plowing the land, making it ours
Claiming land wide and far

Consuming all we can, giving nothing back.

Until the day the terrorists attacks.
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Katt Chudnofsky
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God’s Teardrop
by Monica Harris

It’s a teardrop from a heavenly god 
not yet known. It pours down on us 
like a summer rain in the meadows 

of a far away land. When we pick it 
up, it’s hard yet soft. It’s shiny on the 
outside until you open it and it looks 

like a dew drop sitting on a velvet rose 
petal. It tastes like a tiny bit of heaven 

untouched by man.

What am I?
A Hershey’s Kiss 
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Anonymous
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Believe Me
by Faith Gabbard

Fleeing
Pleading

Love right now
Don’t fight now
Hold on tonight

They’re gone from sight
Don’t give up on me
This was meant to be

Please see.
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Carson Frank
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Haiku
by Trevor Robertson

Sitting in the car
We’ve traveled so far.

Our journey misunderstood
Searching for lost brotherhood.

Lessons too profound
Lost and never found.
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ANONYMOUS
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Beautiful Disaster
by Katt Chudnofsky

I hope you know that 
If indeed god based man from himself
He must have molded the world around you

The rage of the ocean pales in comparison to the stormy passion of 
your eyes
And while the strong planes of your face shape the plains
Soft contours of your lips kiss the dewdrops onto flowers at dawn

Your heart, honest and true, beats the pulse of our world’s core
Leading the rhythmic thrum of your laughter 
To echo from the heavens in two-part harmony

I hope you hear me when I shout out
That when I stand before you with open palms
You heed my call to action

There is poetry written along your cheekbones 
And songs being sung through your veins

If you can open your eyes
You can see there’s a sunrise-promise rising on our horizon
The whispering of something dangerously beautiful

You’re a hurricane
A tsunami
A force of nature too wild to be contained

But hear me when I say that I’m a twister
An earthquake
A wild heart racing against fate

So have faith
Understand that the sum of us won’t equate to a cage
Won’t end in chains

No, together we’ll be wilder, we’ll be brighter
We’ll be blizzards and heat waves
Unheard of droughts and deadly floods

We’ll be impossible, painful
Beautiful and terrible
We won’t be a safe bet or harmless at all
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Trust me when I say I can keep up with you
Believe me when I promise 
We’re the cyanide-laced kiss of the apocalypse

But I’m not scared if you’re not
I’m not running away unless your footsteps are echoing mine
So hold onto my hand and open your heart

Watch as we combust and ignite
As we detonate a love that’ll set the heavens afire

Josh Nicholson
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The Little Girl 
by Lindsey McKay

The little girl I should have been has beauty blazing 
from her eyes, and a smile that lights up the sky.

The little girl I should have been should have said no 
to the things that brought her down, no to the world 
when it came crashing around.

The little girl I should have been smiles as if nothing 
at all is wrong.

She walks around wishing her world would come 
around.

The little girl I should have been thrives for the truth 
and the answers to life itself. 

She wishes she could have changed things from her 
past to improve her future.

The little girl I should have been stands her ground 
and does not take crap from anyone.

The little girl I should have been proceeds to do her 
best at succeeding in life with its bumpy roads.

The little girl I am will succeed in graduating from 
school, no matter what it takes. 

The little girl I am will fulfill her dreams, hopes, and 
wishes.
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Carson Frank
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Music
by Rainee Knight 

As I lay here upon the ground,
I put my music on and start to smile,

Because I can not hear any other sound.

When I change the song I hear the beat,
And it goes on for quite a while,

As I lay upon the ground.

I jump up and start moving my feet,
All around me I see little reptiles,

Because I can not hear any other sound.

As I walk toward the park, I hear something sweet,
When I walk closer I see nothing for miles,

As I lay here upon the ground.

When I pass others by them, they try and greet,
And when I move I hear the sound of tile,
Because I can not hear any other sound.

When it comes to music, you can not cheat,
And I walk up and down the aisles,

Because I can not hear any other sound.
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James Gilchriest
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Salvation Lies Within
by Whitney Masters

As I look to the sky
I raise my hands up high

Reaching for the light 
With salvation in sight
As I look to the ground
My sins pull me down

Six feet under they want me to plunder
As I look straight ahead

I see purgatory with a grin
Time for the game to begin

I am the rope. 
They are testing my hope

As I am being pulled
I close my eyes and see my soul

Salvation lies within.
Then I realize that

In the end, I am triumphant among men.
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Lacey Munroe
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Full Moon
by Rosa Federico

Full moon slides down the northwest side
Silent stars glow brightly

Birds awaken in song
As moose breathe in and out.

Silent stars glow brightly
My car makes a loud strange noise

As moose breathe in an out
I have the world to myself.

My car makes a loud strange noise
Winter spreads out before me

I have the world to myself
A world of dark giving way to light.

Winter spreads out before me
Birds awaken in song

A world of dark giving way to light
The moon slides down the northwest side.
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ANONYMOUS
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Letter to My Future Self
by Aaron Van Meter

Aaron, you wrote this letter ten years ago, today.
How are you? Still kicking I hope.

I wonder what you’ve made of yourself…
Have you realized your old dreams

Or did you forget them along the way?
Do you still have the old notebooks

And the to-do lists?
I only ask, that you might remember.

And remember your old friends.
Get in touch with them if you can.

I hope you didn’t forget your high school reunions.
Or lose those phone numbers you wanted so badly.
I wonder if you ever left Alaska to live elsewhere.

I’m sure you’ve taken a vacation… right?
Home is home, but the rest of the world is an adventure.

What new things have your eyes laid on?

Don’t forget!!
And write me back, if you can.

I want to know what career you finally wound up in.
And if you ever fell in love.

And on that note, how many times your heart broke.
And how the world has changed.

And what role you played in that change.
I want to know where you went and where you’re going.

But most of all, I want to know who I became.
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Ashton Coverston
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All the Right Words
by Dalton Mullinax 

I thought I was broken,
Till you came along,

Would you still believe I got it all wrong?
I got it all wrong.

It’s the way you look right through me,
So romantically,
Love isn’t blind,

I can see it in your eyes,
So please don’t look away.

And I still can’t find the words to say,
The sky must be falling,

Cause I can’t hear you calling to say,
You’re leaving.

And the clouds must be going away,
Cause I can see the stars in your eyes,

Tonight,
I can’t find the words to say,

I missed you today.

And I’m falling away,
I’d rather be the day,

That fought the night away,
Than find the words to say.

The sky must be falling,
Cause I’m finally calling to say,

I’m falling in love with you.
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Charlie Peterson
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Without You
by Hunter Hulse 

Without you the serenity is sweet,
The repetitive sounds are my new bliss.

Cool wet grass, what could be better than this?
Shrouded in the dark makes it tidy and neat.

The only shame is the wait till we meet,
That dang sun is not something I will ever miss.

Moisture in the air feels like a first kiss,
Without the sun the cool rocks press my feet.

Majestic beasts running throughout the night,
Maneuvering around every branch and rock.

How do they do that without any light?
How I wish that was a skill I could mock.
When I try to run it brings only fright,

The sun is rising, a horrible shock.
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Anonymous
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Possession-less
by Sabrina Gates

Things are everything to people
I am blessed with everything I have

Their possessions are their lives.

Everything has value of its own
No matter how little it means

Things are everything to people.

They stand there like drones
And I struggle to get a roof over my head

Their possessions are their lives.

They’re driving while on the phone
I’m hitch hiking to get to school

Things are everything to people.

They don’t know the unknown
But my unknown is everyday

Their possessions are their lives.

I will never be another clone
But I will always possess my spirit
Things are everything to people,
Their possessions are their lives.
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Anonymous
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I Used to Believe                                                           
by Justine Fine

I used to believe that everyone was good.
But now I see everyone’s true colors.

People fighting, children crying
People hurting, many dying

I used to believe that there was no war.
But now I see that this whole world is war.

Guns being shot, bombs going off
Colors matter now. Red or blue, which one are you?

I used to believe all is fair.
But now I see nothing is there.

When you give, all those others are getting.
When you take, sometimes it may be something that 

cannot be replaced.

All the stealing, fighting, and war
Has to stop, 

Otherwise we’re going to be living in
A hell on earth.
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Heather Mahoney
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Do You Remember?
by April Carter

Do you remember?
That snowy April night, on the way to prom

When you said you’d love me forever.

Do you remember?
When we went walking, and where we went.

Do you remember?
The times we spent together.

The way our hands intertwined, just like the way
Shoestrings are laced together.

Do you remember?
The very first time you heard me say to you,

“I Love You”, cause I do.

Do you remember?
When you ended it. I cried.

But I knew it wasn’t the final good-bye.

Do you remember?
All the break ups. All the make-ups.

Do you remember?
How my skin felt soft like a rose petal,
Lying in your warm and gentle hands.

Do you remember?
That I’m going to love you forever. I’ve never felt this 

way about someone,
until our eyes met that very first day.
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Katlyn Tackett
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Potato Templè
by Aaron Van Meter

The spuds,
They come….
Over hills,
And mountains.
They come with salt,
They come with grease,
To devour us,
As we had once done,
To them...
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Alexandria Ross
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Future
by Kellsy Bond

Days to come,
No one knows what’s there.

They say he’s done,
Gave us both a scare.
I believe we can last,

But how things turn out isn’t under my 
control.

Time flies by fast,
But things take their toll.

How we are now, affects us later.
Wrong things go down, but expect greater.

Believe you can live,
Just choose your path wise.

To receive you give,
Life is no compromise.
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Felicia Jones
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Fighting
by Faith Gabbard

Don’t yell
Won’t tell

Can’t stop this
Won’t drop this

Hate won’t leave me
Why don’t you stay?
Crying on the floor

And you’re out the door
It’s done.
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Stephen Hamlin
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Blind
by Haily Ibarra 

So afraid
Cutting like a blade
Just tryin’ get paid

Why so afraid?

Knocking me down
Holding a frown

Wanting to drown
Pushing me down

Letting me fall
Trying to crawl
Wanting to call
Don’t let me fall

Whipping away the pain
Nothing left to gain
Trapped by chains

Causing my own pain

Please wait
Don’t hate
Love is fate
 Just wait

Hearts of one
Weighing a ton
Falling undone

Thoughts of one.
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Anonymous
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Black Snow
by Maria Cogan

Nothing is normal
Yet what is right?

No harangue
 Or lecture

I don’t want insight
Just give me a path

And set me free
Don’t hold me back

Or follow me
I promise you

I’ll be good this time
I’ll show you grace

As good as this rhyme,
Our lives will move on

Just as they should
Perfection I’d be
I’d be if I could

Mistakes are there
For us to improve

To fix what I’ve damaged
Will be my next move,

I’ve came so far
Yet have only begun,

Lost the war with myself
The battle I’ve won,

Now it is time
For me to go

Watch me promenade
Through this deep black snow. 
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Anonymous


